
Recruitment analyses: 

WHEN DO I FIND WHAT?
Application

2014:  •  74% have tried to hire an unsolicited applicant. The individual’s timing was lucky ... 

2016:  •  16% of companies ended up hiring someone with a profile that was different 
from the profile that they sought.

 •  26% of small private companies chose someone with a profile that was different 
from their original, preferred profile.

2017: •  Just over a fifth of companies (21%) have never received unsolicited applications.
For small private companies, this figure is 24%.

          •  At 42% of companies, unsolicited applications were included in the process. 
Of these, 6 out of 10 look at the unsolicited applications when they seek new 
employees. 38% normally provide feedback when requested.

 •  Of the companies that have not tried to hire an academic (26%), 4 out of 10  
have rarely received applications from academics.

2018:  •  The use of unsolicited applications has decreased. However, 31% of the private 
companies still make use of these, while 15% of the public companies use this as 
a part of their recruitment process.  

.

The invisible job market

Telephone
2016:   Only 1% think that job applicants should not callwhen they 

have questions. 
The good telephone conversation should take on average 4  
minutes and 36 seconds. Ask questions about matters not 
stated in the advertisement, and usequestions to show that 
you have studied the company.

Networks

2015:   LinkedIn: 37% of large, private companies have tried to hire 
a new employee solely by using LinkedIn or other social media. 
Networking meetings: Just 5% refused to hold a networking 
meeting. 68% of companies will hold a networking meeting with 
a person they do not know, if the recommendation comes from 
someone in their network.

2016:  • 90% of companies normally prefer a verbal reference. 

  • 67% check LinkedIn.

  • 43% check Facebook.

2017:   •  LinkedIn and Facebook are advertising supplements. 76% 
post positions on their company website. Almost half use 
their employees as ambassadors (share/like). Small private 
companies in particular, use social media for research.

  •  Recruitment on LinkedIn (personnel group): 
80% salaried employees, 12% managers, 8% hourly paid

  •  Recruitment on Facebook (personnel group): 
65% salaried employees, 5% managers, 30% hourly paid

  •  55% do not think it is OK to send a LinkedIn invitation 
to someone they have not met without also sending 
a personal greeting

Job interview
2015: Job seeker conduct that irritates companies the most, is when a job seeker appears to be ill-prepared for the job interview (72%).

2017:  •  ‘Tells us who you are’ is the most used opening line (58%). 
‘Why have you applied for this position?’ is the next most used line, used by 28%.

          • Companies believe that the candidate should have the most talk time for a good job interview (56% of talk time).

          • Companies have on average, DKK 1921 available at the negotiation table, when the first proposal is presented.

          • Important impression to leave behind: Motivated, well-prepared and attentive.

Clarifying competencies
2016:  •  59% of companies always look at examples from previous work. 

40% always read a written recommendation from a previous employer.

  •  Danish is an important competency. 57% state that if you speak 
English but do not speak Danish, then this generally rules you out 
working for them. 94 % state that if you speak neither Danish nor 
English, then this generally rules you out working for them.

2018: According to the companies, a common mistake concerning the applica-
tion is that the applicant does not describe the professional match between the 
company and oneself (55%). 51% of the companies often experience that the 
applicant is not able to express its motivation for the specific job.     

CV
2012:  73% prefer that a CV has a picture.

2014 & 2018: A significant ‘turn off’ is many brief positions.

2015:   •   85% of companies ascribe a company internship/ wage 
subsidy job with some or the same value as a normal job.

 •   29% of companies do not ascribe any value to leisure activities.  
‘Active participant in sports – not elite level’ is the most attractive  
leisure interest on a CV (53%). 

2016:   A CV consisting of 2-3 pages is preferred. Small private companies  
want max two pages.

2017:   •  80% read CVs first. 49% only read the application if the CV is interesting. 
• 83% read the profile text. 
• 82% read CVs in electronic format.

2018:   Remember examples of specific results and achievements. According  
to the companies, this is the most frequent mistake concerning the CV. 

Motivation
2015: How does an individual
succeed in being hired after

a internship/wage subsidy job? It is
crucial that you become part of the

company’s community (68%), and that
your professional competency matches

the company’s needs (61%).

2017: 61% of companies
endeavour to have age diversity.

Sales
2015: 83% of companies that have used

internship/wage subsidy, have tried to
subsequently employ the individual.

2016:  
The company’s best advice to job applicants:
Learn about the company you are applying
to work with. Clearly state your motivation

for the job.

2017: 9 out of 10 companies have not  
yet used video during their

recruitment process


